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the
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sufficiently
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access control
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control and
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aims to
to control
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control user
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or receiving
of local
local end
end users.
ing or
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content) of
In this
propose aa proactive
to defend
In
this paper,
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solution to
defend
paper, we
proactive solution
against
overload attacks.
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objective of
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our solution
state overload
The objective
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is
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being overloaded
overloaded
is to
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unwanted state
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approach
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and implementacombination of
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approach using
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Based on
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tion.
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that our
our solution
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is
in preventing
preventing state
overload attacks
attacks while
while
is highly
highly effective
effective in
state overload
in the
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introducing
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overhead in
introducing only
only minimal
network.
as follows.
follows. Section
II
The rest
rest of
of this
this paper
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The
is organized
organized as
Section II
summarizes
the PIM-Join
PIM-Join mechanism
mechanism works
and why
why
summarizes how
how the
works and
III describes
it
to attack.
attack. Section
our modified
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it is
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vulnerable to
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operation, its
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the paper.
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DESCRIPTION
In this
this section,
joins work
and
In
PIM joins
section, we
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briefly examine
examine how
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work and
why
procedure is
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to DoS
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vulnerable to
DoS attacks.
attacks.
why the
existing procedure
A. PIM
Join Mechanism
PIM Join
A.
Mechanism
PIM
shared tree
PIM supports
two types
types of
of join
join operations:
operations: (1)
tree
supports two
(1) shared
joins. Shared
tree joins
joins are
used
joins, and
and (2)
source specific
Shared tree
are used
joins,
(2) source
specific joins.
to
tree between
receivers and
preto establish
establish aa shared
shared tree
between the
the receivers
and aa preselected
the Rendezvous
Rendezvous Point
Point (RP).
selected special
called the
special router,
router, called
(RP).
is aa domain-local
domain-local router,
router, the
the join
join message
message and
the
Since
the RP
RP is
Since the
and the
state
created are
also local.
local. Hence,
attacks using
using
state created
are also
state overload
overload attacks
Hence, state
shared
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joins can
In
shared tree
can have
have only
localized effect.
effect. In
only aa limited,
limited, localized
source
joins, the
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join directly
directly to
the multicast
source specific
receivers join
to the
multicast
specific joins,
of aa group,
(S,G). Since
anywhere
source,
Since SS can
can be
be located
located anywhere
source, S,
S, of
group, (S,G).
in the
in
the Internet,
attacks via
joins are
via source
source specific
are extremely
Internet, attacks
specific joins
extremely
potent,
potentially any
any local
local or
or remote
remote victim
victim sites.
sites.
potent, impacting
impacting potentially
Therefore
on source
join attacks
attacks in
this
in this
Therefore we
we focus
focus on
source specific
specific join
paper.
paper.
In PIM,
router of
of aa receiver,
In
the designated
creates aa
PIM, the
designated router
receiver, DR(R),
DR(R), creates
new
message and
and forwards
forwards it
it towards
the designated
new Join(S,G)
towards the
Join(S,G) message
designated
router
the source,
All the
the routers
router of
of the
routers between
between DR(R)
source, DR(S).
DR(S). All
DR(R)
and
forwarding state
the (S,G)
and DR(S)
create forwarding
state for
for the
as
DR(S) create
(S,G) group
group as
the join
join message
message propagates
join
the
towards S.
S. Routers
Routers forward
forward join
propagates towards
messages on
their shortest
the source.
on their
shortest path
interface towards
towards the
source.
messages
path interface
This
called the
the incoming
incoming inteiface
or reverse
reverse
This interface
interface is
is called
interface (iif)
(iif) or
path forwarding
forwarding interface
interface (IntRP
F) for
for the
the group.
group. For
each iif
For each
path
iif
(IntRpF)
the router
router also
also includes
includes all
interfaces from
from which
which itit
entry,
all the
the interfaces
entry, the
an outgoing
received
PIM-Join messages
in an
received PIM-Join
list (oif)
messages in
outgoing inteiface
interface list
(oif)
for
the group.
group. A
A router
to create
create new
for the
router needs
needs to
new forwarding
state
forwarding state
In source
for
PIM-Join for
for each
for aa PIM-Join
each distinct
distinct (S,G)
source specific
(S,G) group.
group. In
specific
multicast, aa single
up to
224 multicast
source can
can support
to 224
multicast
multicast,
single source
support up
groups,
all of
of which
which can
be used
used to
can be
to generate
distinct Join(S,G
groups, all
generate distinct
Join(S,Gi)i )
messages.
messages.
The forwarding
forwarding state
if no
The
state created
created is
is "soft",
i.e. itit expires
no
"soft", i.e.
expires if
refresh
message arrives
arrives from
refresh message
from downstream.
downstream. Each
Each state
state entry
is
entry is
associated
an entry-timer
entry-timer (ET)
and each
the
in the
associated with
with an
each interface
interface in
(ET) and
oif
for the
the entry
associated with
with an
an oif-timer
is associated
When
oif for
entry is
oif-timer (OT).
(OT). When
the router
PIM-Prune message
message on
an interface,
in
the
router receives
receives aa PIM-Prune
on an
interface, i,i, in
oif,
from oif.
Alternatively, if
message
if no
removes ii from
no refresh
refresh message
oif, itit removes
oif. Alternatively,
arrives
on ii during
Time period
period (the
is
arrives on
Join Hold
Hold Time
default is
during aa Join
(the default
260
expires and
and ii is
removed from
260 seconds),
is removed
from oif.
seconds), OT
oif. Finally,
Finally,
OTii expires
when
empty and
and the
the router
ET expires,
when oif
becomes empty
the ET
router sends
sends
oif becomes
expires, the
on its
iif interface
for the
the group
and
aa Prune(S,G)
Prune(S,G) message
message on
its iif
interface for
group and
leaves
the multicast
multicast tree.
tree.
leaves the

PIM-Join message
without verifying
verifying whether
whether the
source or
PIM-Join
message without
the source
or
the
exist. The
The Join(S,G)
or bogus)
the group
group exist.
Join(S,G) message
message (legitimate
(legitimate or
bogus)
propagates
at all
all routers
routers on
on
propagates towards
towards SS creating
creating forwarding
forwarding state
state at
the
path. Since
the routers
routers do
any mechanism
mechanism
the R-to-S
R-to-S path.
Since the
do not
not have
have any
to
the validity/existence
validity/existence of
the source
or the
they
to verify
of the
source or
the group,
verify the
group, they
will
long as
as R,
will maintain
maintain the
the (S,G)
state as
as long
who could
could be
be an
an
(S,G) state
R, who
sends aa refresh
refresh message.
attacker,
message.
attacker, sends
an attack
attack scenario
that proceeds
proceeds in
Consider an
in rounds.
Consider
scenario that
rounds. For
For
the
the first
first round
round of
of 260
260 seconds
seconds (or
the local
local default
default Join
Join Hold
Hold
(or the
Time),
the attacker
attacker generates
join messages
messages to
to
Time), the
generates distinct
distinct bogus
bogus join
create
unwanted state
in the
the routers.
In subsequent
create unwanted
state information
information in
routers. In
subsequent
to continue
continue to
to maintain
rounds,
refresh messages
messages to
rounds, itit sends
sends refresh
maintain
the
at the
the routers.
If there
are multiple
attackers, the
the
the state
state at
routers. If
there are
multiple attackers,
amount
of state
at routers
routers could
amount of
state information
information maintained
maintained at
could be
be
prohibitively
large. For
example, in
in aa directed
prohibitively large.
For example,
directed end
end system
system
attack,
5,000 zombies
if there
there are
are 5,000
zombies (attackers),
with each
each zombie
zombie
attack, if
(attackers), with
issuing
join requests
per minute,
the end
the
issuing 10
10 separate
separate join
requests per
minute, at
at the
end of
of the
first
the routers
at the
the target
target site
will need
need to
first round,
round, the
routers at
site will
to store
store
more
multicast entries.
more than
than 200,000
200,000 different
different multicast
entries. Similarly,
Similarly, an
an
infrastructure
attack can
launched with
with attackers
attackers choosing
choosing
infrastructure attack
can be
be launched
highly
used paths
target routers
at the
of the
the network.
to target
routers at
the core
core of
network.
highly used
paths to
In
this case,
the attacks
attacks are
and the
the state
In this
are less
less targeted
state created
created
case, the
targeted and
would
core routers.
routers.
would potentially
be distributed
distributed among
potentially be
among multiple
multiple core
Considering
parameters as
in the
as before,
the worst
the same
same attack
attack parameters
worst
Considering the
before, in
to 200,000
different
case,
may end
up to
core router
router may
end up
case, aa core
up storing
storing up
200,000 different
entries.
attacks, the
the number
number of
of entries
that can
In both
entries. In
both attacks,
entries that
can be
be
created
prohibitively large.
created is
is prohibitively
The above
above discussion
discussion suggests
large. The
suggests
that
to the
the problem
must involve
of
that aa solution
solution to
involve aa verification
verification of
problem must
the
validity of
of the
the source
and the
the groups
being subscribed
the validity
source and
subscribed
groups being
to
join message.
message. We
in aa join
that the
the routers
are suitably
to in
We expect
routers are
expect that
suitably
to handle
the legitimate
legitimate join
join requests
requests so
joins
provisioned
handle the
so that
that joins
provisioned to
to
groups will
an attack.
attack. In
In the
the rest
rest of
of this
this
to legitimate
will not
not create
create an
legitimate groups
paper,
we present
present an
an approach
approach to
to include
include such
such aa verification
verification
paper, we
mechanism
multicast join
join process.
mechanism in
in the
the multicast
process.
III. MODIFIED
PROCEDURE
III.
MODIFIED MULTICAST
MULTICAST JOIN
JOIN PROCEDURE
A. Modified
PIM Joins
Joins
A.
Modified PIM
The
objective
of
the modified
modified join
join procedure
procedure is
is to
ensure
The objective of the
to ensure
in the
the forwarding
forwarding
that
before creating
any state,
every router
that before
router in
creating any
state, every
path
individually verify
the validity
of the
the source
and the
the
can individually
source and
path can
verify the
validity of
group
being subscribed
to in
the join.
join. This
This verification
ensures
in the
subscribed to
verification ensures
group being
that
join messages
messages sent
malicious receivers
that bogus
sent by
receivers cannot
cannot
bogus join
by malicious
create
unwanted state
the routers.
in the
create unwanted
state in
routers.
During
join forwarding,
not create
any forwardforwardrouters do
do not
create any
During join
forwarding, routers
ing
to the
the
but instead
instead add
add the
the requisite
state information
information to
ing state,
state, but
requisite state
join message
message before
upstream towards
towards the
the source.
before sending
source.
join
sending itit upstream
Each
on-tree router,
appends this
this state
information as
as
Each on-tree
state information
router, R
Rj,j , appends
aa nonce,
to the
the end
of aa nonce
new
in aa new
end of
nonce block
block in
nonce, say
say N
Nj,j , to
Join(S,G,N)
message. The
added includes
The state
state information
information added
includes
Join(S,G,N) message.
the
ij , of
join message
message and
and aa secure
the incoming
of the
the join
secure
incoming interface,
interface, ij,
hash
added state,
(a
detailed
description
hash of
of all
all the
the locally
detailed
locally added
state, H
(a
description
Hjj
of
the state
deferred to
to Section
of the
state added
added is
is deferred
Section III-B).
III-B).
If the
and the
the Join(S,G,N)
are
If
in the
the source
source and
the group
group in
Join(S,G,N) message
message are
valid,
the accumulated
accumulated state
returned by
state information
information is
is returned
valid, the
by DR(S)
DR(S)
in
message. Each
in the
the rein aa new
new JoinACK(S,G,N)
Each router,
reJoinACK(S,G,N) message.
router, R
Rj,j , in
turn
path individually
verifies the
the JoinACK(S,G,N)
recomturn path
individually verifies
JoinACK(S,G,N) by
by recomputing
in
the secure
secure hash
hash H
with the
the relevant
relevant state
state information
information in
puting the
Hjj with

B. State
State Overload
Attacks
B.
Overload Attacks
A vulnerability
the existing
PIM-Join procedure
A
in the
that is
is
vulnerability in
existing PIM-Join
procedure that
exploited
in aa state
overload attack
attack is
that DR(R)
state overload
is that
issues aa
exploited in
DR(R) issues
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Modified
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the nonce
the received
oinACK(S,G,N)
the
nonce N
This ensures
ensures that
that the
received JJoinACK(S,G,N)
Nj.j . This
is
of the
that Rj
R j had
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